SAP Simple Logistics
Duration: 25 Hrs
Timings: Flexible
Fee: As Per the Discussion

We recognize that many of you are willing to put the extra effort to migrate to SAP practice and become SAP consultants. We help you to achieve your goal with a team of experienced SAP instructors, excellent infrastructure, and a clear roadmap to SAP certification.

However, we do not provide false guarantees on securing any SAP jobs for you. We have a history of ex-students who have found excellent SAP jobs based on our SAP training, implementation of case study projects and post training support which we provided during their enrolment.

In short we have what you need at prices you can afford. At SAPVITS our goal is to provide you with courteous, expedient, professional service of the highest caliber.

Salient Features of the Training:

- Interactive training for better learning.
- Pre-evaluations-learn only what you need to learn.
- Experienced and certified Trainer - More than 8+ years of experience.
- Convenient weekday and weekend batches available Demo.
- Timings for the classes are arranged upon flexibility of both the Trainee and the Trainer.
- Remote 24X7 Server Access will be provided.
- Lab exercises provided for hands-on training.
- Soft copy of study material.
- Access to the recorded videos which you have attended.

Browse our Website http://www.sapvits.com for more information about SAPVITS.

If you have any questions or would like to speak with a SAPVITS representative regarding our training, please contact us at

Email: info@sapvits.com
Contact: IND: +91 992 284 8898|USA: +1 678 389 8898|UK: +44 141 416 8898
SAP Simple Logistics

**Introduction to SAP HANA & Road Map**
- Introduction to SAP HANA SAP
  - In Memory Strategy Architecture
  - Overview Row Store
- Column Store Attribute
  - Views Analytic Views
  - Calculation Views

**Introduction to Hana & Road Map**
- Introduction & Training Guideline
- Journey to S/4 Hana

**OLAP & OLTP**
- Basics of SAP Hana
- Cloud Strategies of SAP S/4 Hana
- Embedded Analytics with Hana Live & BI Tools
- Path to S/4 Hana Scenarios

**Simplification List 1809 S/4 HANA**
- Data Dictionary changes (DDIC)
- Process Changes

**SAP ACTIVATE**
- Deploying SAP S/4 HANA with Activate
- In depth understanding of Onpremise, Cloud and Hybrid
- Data Migration using Migration Cock-Pit

**Simplification in Master data**
- BP (Business Partner) Customer /Vendor
- Material Master, BOM
- Customer Vendor Integration

**Fiori Apps**
- New user Experience Fiori - Embedded Analytics with Fiori
- Sales related Fiori Apps & Exploration (Fiori Apps Library)
- Order to Cash process with S4 Hana along with Fiori Apps
- Manufacturing Management Process S4 Hana along with Fiori Apps

**Basic Functions in S/4 HANA**
- Advanced ATP and BOP (Configuration/Process)
- Settlement Management (Configuration/Process)
> FSCM Credit Management (Configuration/Process)
> Accelerated Customer Returns (Configuration/Process)
> Output Management - BRF+ (Configuration/Process)
> Material Ledger (Configuration/Process)
> MRP Live, Its Process and Configuration (Configuration/Process)
> APO Integration in S4 HANA
> How to Activate Fiori Apps on Mobile

**Basic Configurations in S4HANA**
> Delta Configuration in Sales, Procurement and Manufacturing